
Search Engine Optimization is a delicate process which requires 
a strategy and continuous attention in order to be completely 
successful. Successful Search Engine Optimization is about creating 
relevant, excitable, and shareable content and distributing it in the 
most effective manor on the internet with the goal to drive traffic
to your website or social media pages.

Factors that Impact SEO
Content Marketing
Content is effective in both attracting the search engines and 
helping your business make connections with site visitors. The more 
relevant content that you have on your site, the more likely search 
engines will be to rank your pages higher on the search engine
results page. The secret to creating content that is optimized for 
both search engines and website visitors is to create a variety of 
different types of content pieces that are well written and relevant 
to your audience.

Another important thing to consider when creating content for your 
website is keywords and phrases. You should use relevant words 
and phrases that a search engine user might type in when looking 
for answers to their questions or relevant products and services.

On-Page SEO
The on-page SEO factors are those elements that happen on your 
website. This goes beyond just your content marketing to your
website’s HTML. Here are a few on-page factors that can help
improve your search ranking:

• TITLE TAG: The title tag on each page tells the search engine  
 what your page is about. This should be 70 characters or less,  
 including both the keyword your content focuses on.

• META DESCRIPTION: The meta description on your website tells  
 search engines a little bit more about what each page is about.  
 This is also used by search users to better understand what the  
 page is about and if it is relevant to their search.

• SUB-HEADINGS: Sub-headings make your content easier for  
 visitors to read and can also improve your SEO. You can use H1,  
 H2, and H3 tags to help search engines better understand what  
 your content is about.

• ALT TAGS: If you are using images on your website, you will also  
 want to include your keyword or phrase in image names or ALT  
 tags. This will help search engines index your images.

Keep in mind that Search Engine Optimization takes time to work
its magic. You won’t experience the benefits of SEO overnight.
In fact, it may take months to enjoy the results of your hard work.
However, you can seize every opportunity with SEO by creating 
quality content that is focused on building an online presence that 
will continue to bring in new organic traffic to your website.
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#1 Tip
One of the most important SEO tips that 
most people neglect is the well-crafted 
meta description. The meta description 
is the first section that people see when 
Google serves up your pages to search 
users. You can’t have the same meta
description for a page that talks about 
email marketing and a page on marketing 
sales. There is a big difference in those 
topics and your meta description should 
communicate that fact.

Fun Facts
In January 2005, Google united with
Yahoo and MSN for the Nofollow Attribute,
which was created in part to decrease the
ammount of spam links and comments
on websites. In June, Google debuted
personalized search, which used someone’s 
search and browsing history to make results 
more relevant. That November, Google 
Analytics launched.

In February 1993, 6 students from
Stanford created Architext, which would 
later become the search engine site Excite. 
Some say that Excite “revolutionized how 
information was cataloged,” making it easier 
to find information, “by sorting results 
based on keywords found within content 
and back-end optimization”.

Balancelogic® is a leading back-office
support and services company providing:

          IT Support & Managed Services

          Avaya Phone Systems

          Strategic Marketing Services

          Graphic Design Services

          Web Design Services

          Small Business Consulting

to the small business community.
Our focus is to provide our clients with
services that result in cost savings and 
business operational efficiency.
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COME TO OUR UPCOMING 
FREE SEMINAR!

Seize Every Opportunity
with SEO

Let us help you clear the confusion and
misinformation surrounding Search Engine
Optimization (SEO). Learn the ins and outs of SEO 
and how it could drive traffic to your website and 
social media platforms. Discover the techniques 
and tactics on how to build the popularity of
your website. You will leave with the knowledge
to help you gain the most from your internet
presence and achieve your business’ goals.

Join us as we discuss the following topics:
 - Who SEO Matters to Small Businesses
 - The Importance of Keyword Research
 - Discovering the Techniques and Tactics of 
       Basic SEO
 - How to Find EXACTLY What You Want
       on Google

LIVE DEMO: SEE HOW SEO WORKS IN REAL TIME!

FREE SEMINAR.BREAKFAST PROVIDED
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Annapolis, MD 21401
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Cost:  FREE

Speaker: Bill Campbell
   CEO, BalancelogicSpring clean your SEO with Balancelogic

GET YOUR FIRST CONSULTATION FREE
Must be a new client to use discount. Offer ends June 28th, 2019.

For more details call us at (301) 396-8455.


